Lobby

Capacity: 157
Video wall
Furniture can be removed or reconfigured for after-hours (after 5PM) events

Collaborative Classroom 1.101

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved
**Collaborative Classroom 1.102**

Capacity: 24  
Screen  
(2) TV’s located on side walls  
Projector  
Program Audio  
Whiteboard (currently missing)  
Podium  
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

**Outreach Lab 1.103**

Capacity: 40  
Videoconference  
Screen  
Projector  
Podium  
Microphones (podium, wireless lavalier and ceiling microphone)  
Whiteboards  
Rectangular tables, 4 in a row, seating 2 per table (5 rows, 8 per row), furniture cannot be moved
Collaborative Classroom 1.105

Capacity: 36
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

Collaborative Classroom 1.107

Capacity: 36
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved
Large Dining 1.114

Capacity: 146 seated
Furniture cannot be moved

Patio 1.115

Capacity: 28 seated, 53 standing
Furniture cannot be moved
Small Dining 1.116

Capacity: 76 seated
Furniture cannot be moved

Balcony

Capacity: 9 seated
Furniture can be moved

Seminar 2.201

Capacity: 12
Screen
Projector
Program audio
Whiteboards
Fixed furniture – Rectangular table, furniture cannot be moved

**Collaborative Classroom 2.202**

Capacity: 36
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

**Classroom 2.203**

Capacity: 32
Videoconference
Screen
Projector
Podium
Program Audio
Microphones (wireless lavalier and ceiling microphone)
Whiteboards
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved

**Collaborative Classroom 2.204**

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

**2.205 Faculty Development**

Capacity: 76
(2) Screens fixed
(2) Fixed displays
(2) Mobile displays (need HDMI to connect)
(2) Mobile displays (need VGA to connect)
(2) Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Moveable furniture

**Seminar 2.206**

Capacity: 18
Screen
Projector
Whiteboards
Program Audio
Fixed seating – rectangular tables

**Collaborative Classroom 2.208**

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved
Collaborative Classroom 2.210

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV's located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

Classroom 2.211

Capacity: 32
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved
Seminar 2.212

Capacity: 10
70" TV
Program audio
Whiteboards
Fixed furniture – rectangular tables
ROOM TO REMAIN UNLOCKED 24/7 FOR STUDENT STUDY SPACE WHEN NOT IN USE FOR SCHEDULED COURSES/EVENTS

Classroom 2.213

Capacity: 32
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved
Collaborative Classroom 2.214

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

Classroom 2.215

Capacity: 32
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved
Collaborative Classroom 2.216

Capacity: 30
Screen
(2) TV’s located on side walls
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Round tables with 6 chairs per table, furniture cannot be moved

Classroom 2.217

Capacity: 32
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved
Seminar 2.218

Capacity: 10
70” TV
Program audio
Whiteboards
Fixed furniture – rectangular tables
ROOM TO REMAIN UNLOCKED 24/7 FOR STUDENT STUDY SPACE WHEN NOT IN USE FOR SCHEDULED COURSES/EVENTS

Classroom 2.219

Capacity: 30
Videoconference
Screen
Projector
Podium
Program Audio
Microphones (wireless lavalier and ceiling microphone)
Whiteboards
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved
Classroom 2.220

Capacity: 28
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
16 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved

Classroom 3.301

Capacity: 140
(4) Screen
(4) Projector
Computer Input at each table
Table microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Digital Recording capabilities
DVD
Computer
Whiteboards
Fixed furniture – 14 long tables, 10 per table
Classroom 3.302

Capacity: 140
(4) Screen
(4) Projector
Computer Input at each table
Table microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Digital Recording capabilities
DVD
Computer
Whiteboard
Fixed furniture – 14 long tables, 10 per table

Classroom 3.303

Capacity: 140
(4) Screen
(4) Projector
Computer Input at each table
Table microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Digital Recording capabilities
DVD
Computer
Whiteboard
Fixed furniture – 14 long tables, 10 per table

**Classroom 3.304**

Capacity: 280
(6) Screen
(6) Projector
Computer Input at each table
Table microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Digital Recording capabilities
DVD
Computer
Whiteboard
Fixed furniture – 28 long tables, 10 per table

Classroom 3.305

Capacity: 28
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboard (currently missing)
Podium
14 rectangular tables, 2 chairs per table, lined up with center aisle – furniture cannot be moved

Anatomy Lab B.113

Capacity: 36
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Can be combined with B115
Moveable furniture – 9 tables, 4 chairs per table

Anatomy Lab B.115

Capacity: 36
Screen
Projector
Program Audio
Whiteboards
Podium
Can be combined with B113
Moveable furniture – 9 tables, 4 chairs per table

Anatomy Lab B.117 Body Vis
Capacity: 42
(7) Screens
(7) Projector
Program Audio
Table Microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Whiteboards
Podium
Can be combined with B119
Fixed furniture – 7 tables, 6 per table

Anatomy B.119 Body Vis

Capacity: 42
(7) Screens
(7) Projector
Program Audio
Table Microphones
Wireless lavalier microphone
Whiteboards
Podium
Can be combined with B117
Fixed furniture – 7 tables, 6 per table